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***

People such as former US military men like Scott Ritter and Douglas MacGregor provide
excellent analysis on the geopolitics and warring in Ukraine.

Ritter and McGregor are two Americans apparently able to relay a perspective based on
their own take of a situation, a take independent of government pronouncements and home
media reports.

Nonetheless, despite reporting their government’s involvement in a proxy war and being
well aware of US imperialism and war crimes, these men feel the need to profess their love
of country. This is despite their country stirring up wars abroad; stealing oil and wheat in
Syria; withholding money that belongs to the poor people of Afghanistan; having overthrown
or trying to overthrow governments in Ukraine, Venezuela, Iran, Bolivia, Peru, Russia, etc.;
leaving Americans without healthcare to fend for themselves as well as the homeless and
destitute;  carrying  out  a  slow-motion  assassination  of  Julian  Assange;  forcing  Edward
Snowden to live in exile; and a war against several other whistleblowers, Chelsea Manning,
John Kiriakou, to name a few. So why the need to express an undying love for country?

One must not be harsh, as one can assume that to not declare an unwavering patriotism
would put these independent speakers at risk of a harsh backlash.

I admire Ritter and MacGregor for their independent streak. (I also appreciate the analysis of
former US marine Brian Berletic who does not engage in rah-rah for the United States, but
then he is an ex-pat).

Of course, that an ex-military man can provide excellent military analysis does not mean
that views expressed outside one’s bailiwick are equally profound. Such views may even be
deserving of criticism or censure.

In a recent video, MacGregor is interviewed by Stephen Gardner (who displays a large Star
and Stripes in the background). MacGregor imparts a perspective that is at odds with that
trotted out by his government and the US monopoly media concerning warring in Ukraine.
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However, a final question that Gardner posed to MacGregor was rather revealing in a very
negative light.

Gardner tendentiously asks (around 29:25),

“You mentioned that the humane thing would be for the United States to step in and
say this war is over; let’s be done. Don’t you feel like China is trying to fill that vacuum,
where they are now saying, ‘Oh Saudi Arabia and Iran, there’s a lot of money to be
made, let’s broker peace. Russia, Ukraine, hey, the United States is not going to step in;
we are going to step in and broker peace.’ Is this one more way for China to try to
eclipse the United States on the world stage?”

What  basis  does  Garner  have for  posing  such a  loaded question?  Gardner  ascribes  selfish
motives to China’s seeking to broker peace. One assumes that making war is preferable in
Garner’s estimation. When has China ever boasted that it aspires to eclipse any country or
be top dog? China eschews hegemony,  and it  consistently  states  its  preference for  a
multipolar world, a world of peace, and developing win-win relationships with countries.
Africans, long pillaged by Europeans and the Anglo diaspora, know this well.

MacGregor  responded  well,  at  first,  “Well,  first  of  all,  I  do  not  subscribe  to  the  view  that
China wants to eclipse us.” Fine, but this was immediately and emphatically followed by:
“They know they can’t.” This comes across as chest thumping, USA, USA, USA, from a
former military man.

This is followed by a several assertions: “They [China] have serious problems internally, as
well.” He opines that China “is too big to do more than it has already done.” He asserts that
China’s chairman Xi Jinping wakes everyday wondering how to hold the country together. He
does not cite one example to substantiate what he says. Under Xi, China eliminated extreme
poverty and it is on the path to moderate prosperity. If only the US could come close to such
monumental achievements for its citizenry. China is forging ties with nations from around
the world with its Belt and Road initiative. This is what Xi thinks about each day – not the
nonsense MacGregor espouses.

Most disturbingly, MacGregor reveals himself in the video to be a Sinophobe by making all
kinds of wild racist assertions; e.g., (at 32:14) “No one in central Asia trusts the Chinese; no
one in Asia beyond China’s borders trusts the Chinese [followed by snickering].”

“People… are all very concerned about the Chinese… the Chinese do what they have
always done, if you leave it on the table, they’ll steal it. That’s what they do; they’ve
been doing it for thousands of years.”

*
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